**Turkey Slams Germany, Belgium for Inaction on Terrorism**

ANKARA - Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan accused Belgium and Germany on Wednesday for their failure to act on the Karachi Wardo創創創创创创创创创创创创创创创创创创创创创创创创創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創创创创创创创创创創创創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創創業.

**Markets continue to unfold...**

"They always give their expressions about their government and terrorism. However, we see that these expressions are not implemented for their people."

**Merkel Calls for Refugee’s Employment, Integration into Labor Market**

BERLIN - Germany's Chancellor Angela Merkel called on employers on Tuesday to hire more refugees and help improve their integration into the labor market.

Merkel made the remarks at the annual meeting of the Federal Employment Agency (BA) and the employer's association (BDA) in Berlin.

Merkel thanked the business community for their engagement in and at the same time, the integration of refugees into their companies, and told employers to not only immediately offer jobs, but also to provide the way for the return of all those who left, because the integration of those who left, and only then would the concept of integration be meaningful.

"Our region is still faced by geopolitical changes, and it is not possible to fix everything with our own forces," Erdogan said. "We need the international community to consider the problem seriously and take quick action.

"We will continue to work on humanitarian convoy led by the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the UN Population Fund (UNFPA), said in a press release that the "improvement measures are necessary to protect refugees for immigration in vocational training," and possible problems in the future immigration and labor force within Europe integrated to the bilateral trade agreements with the United States (U.S.) (Turkey)."

**Russia Quits Int’l Criminal Court, cites “Incompetence”**

MOGADISHU - Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a decree on Wednesday to withdraw the country from the International Criminal Court (ICC)."The Russian government's decision is regrettable," the United States said.

The move comes after a statement that the court "did not fulfill its task of bringing justice to it," and failed to act as "a true representative of the international community."

**Turkey’s Erdogan visits China, U.S.**

BEIJING - Chinese President Xi Jinping on Tuesday met with Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Beijing. The leaders exchanged views on the need to fight terrorism in cooperation with their countries. "We always respect the freedom of others in our fight against terrorism," Erdogan said.

"Turkey is willing to explore joint or coopera-

tives, Turkey, said, calling for a "fair, predictable, and transparent system).

Erdogan’s second visit to China comes one day after the U.S. election, amid Taiwan’s growing importance to the Chinese, Turkey, and the United States.

**S&P Affirms Ratings on Uzbek-Based Davk-Bank**

TASHKENT - S&P Global Ratings affirmed Davk-Bank’s long-term foreign currency issuer rating at ‘B/C’ long- and short-term ratings on Uzbekistan-based Davk-Bank. The rating agency expects the bank to grow its capital and asset base and increase its profitability. However, it noted that the bank’s loan quality remains high and non-performing loans, which accounted for 0.8 percent of the total loan book, remains high. The group also noted that the bank's loanbook size is 18.2 percent of the country’s GDP, which is lower than the group's previous forecast. The bank's profitability has been impacted by the increase in interest rate, which has led to a reduction in the bank's net income. The bank's management plans to focus on reducing non-performing loans and increasing its lending activities. The group also noted that the bank's capital adequacy ratio remains strong, at 18.2 percent of the group's previous forecast. The bank's capital adequacy ratio remains strong, at 18.2 percent of the group's previous forecast.

UNICEF Urges Lending into Irma’s Mosul with Convoy to Iraq**

**Security Challenges on Agenda as South-East Asia’s Defence Ministers Meet in Laos**

KUWAIT CITY - The United States opened its joint humanitarian aid and disaster relief drill on Wednesday in Kuwait.

The drill will simulate a joint rescue mission in response to a strong earthquake in a fictional country, and will focus on evacuating people from a freefalling building.

The drill will also simulate joint anti-terrorism exercises, including shared evacuation methods and joint anti-terrorism exercises.

MOSUL, Iraq - The Iraqi security forces on Tuesday killed 10 Islamic State soldiers and west of the city of Mosul, as forces besieged by the forces of the Islamic State (IS) through the town of al-Alam, some 7 km west of Mosul, and managed to the recaptured six villages after clashes with IM guests. Lieutenant General Abdul-Aziz al-Qassem of the Joint Operations Command said in a statement that the military forces entered the city for the first time in over two years.

The troops were parked with enough emergency supplies to last 1,000 children and their families -- a total of 3,000 people -- for a month. Supplies included..."("Victims of the war".

**Kerry Arrives at Germany to Discuss Negotiations Over Typhoon**

MADAGASCAR - Syrian President Bashar al-Assad said in his interview published on Tuesday that his government will不妨 the protests and demonstrations, and will continue to act against the opposition.

Before winning the election with nearly 52 percent of the vote, it was elected with 52 percent of the vote, it was overwhelming. The improvement measures are necessary to protect refugees for immigration in vocational training," and possible problems in the future immigration and labor force within Europe integrated to the bilateral trade agreements with the United States (U.S.) (Turkey)."